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UK vs. US  1
Test yourself 

1) Match the British words on the left with the American words on the right. 

holiday 

manual 

satnav 

jelly 

tap 

doggybag 

GPS 

to go box 

vacation 

faucet 

stick shift 

jello 

 

2) Here is part of Louise (UK) and Joy’s (US) conversation. Use some of the words above to 

fill in the blanks. 

 

US:  Hi, how was your ______________? 

UK: My what? Oh, my holiday – yeah it was good thanks. We were travelling round the US 

actually. 

US: Oh, wow, that sounds great.  

UK: Yeah, we hired a car and drove down the West Coast. Of course, driving on the ‘wrong’ 

side of the road was a challenge! 

US: I can imagine. 

UK: And they didn’t have any ______________ cars, so we had to have an automatic. 

US: That’s right, stick-shift cars aren’t very common in the US – we’re pretty lazy, I guess. 

UK: Oh, and of course we needed ______________ in the car, but the guy at the rental 

office didn’t know what I was talking about… 

US: Yeah, you need to ask for GPS! 
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Test yourself - answers 

1) Match the British words on the left with the American words on the right.  

holiday 

manual 

satnav 

jelly 

tap 

doggybag 

GPS 

to go box 

vacation 

faucet 

stick shift 

jello 

 

2) Here is part of Louise (UK) and Joy’s (US) conversation. Use some of the words above to 

fill in the blanks. 

 

US:  Hi, how was your vacation? 

UK: My what? Oh, my holiday – yeah it was good thanks. We were travelling round the US 

actually. 

US: Oh, wow, that sounds great.  

UK: Yeah, we hired a car and drove down the West Coast. Of course, driving on the ‘wrong’ 

side of the road was a challenge! 

US: I can imagine. 

UK: And they didn’t have any manual cars, so we had to have an automatic. 

US: That’s right, stick-shift cars aren’t very common in the US – we’re pretty lazy, I guess. 

UK: Oh, and of course we needed satnav in the car, but the guy at the rental office didn’t 

know what I was talking about… 

US: Yeah, you need to ask for GPS! 
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Complete transcript 

US:  Hi, how was your vacation? 

UK: My what? Oh, my holiday – yeah it was good thanks. We were travelling round the US 

actually. 

US: Oh, wow, that sounds great.  

UK: Yeah, we hired a car and drove down the West Coast. Of course, driving on the ‘wrong’ 

side of the road was a challenge! 

US: I can imagine. 

UK: And they didn’t have any manual cars, so we had to have an automatic. 

US: That’s right, stick-shift cars aren’t very common in the US – we’re pretty lazy, I guess. 

UK: Oh, and of course we needed SatNav in the car, but the guy at the rental office didn’t 

know what I was talking about… 

US: Yeah, you need to ask for GPS!  

UK: Well, we eventually figured that out. 

US: And the food – how did you like American food? 

UK: We loved it, once we figured out what certain things were. I mean we’d heard about 

‘peanut butter and jelly sandwiches’ but thought they sounded disgusting… 

US: Yes, of course because ‘jelly’ for you guys is what we would call ‘jello’ – something you’d 

have for dessert! 

UK: Exactly! And then when we were in the restaurant, we asked for ‘tap water’ to drink, 

which of course doesn’t mean anything to an American. 

US: You’re right – we’d say just ‘water’ or ‘ice water’ more like – for us, water comes from a 

‘faucet’ not a ‘tap’! 

UK: And finally, the portions were huge, so we thought we’ll ask for a doggy-bag – we knew 

that was an American expression cause we’d seen it in the movies.  But, the waitress just 

laughed and said, ‘Oh, you mean a ‘to-go box’! Honestly, it’s like another language 

sometimes! 

US: It certainly is – I’ve been living in the UK for years and I’m still learning… 
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